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We are glad to offer the following tips to lengthen the life of your authentic Missouri Meerschaum Corn Cob
Pipe and enrich your smoking experience:

How to Fill and Smoke Your Corn Cob Pipe
1. Filling your pipe correctly is the first step in enjoying your pipe:

Press one third
gently.

Press the tobacco
in the middle a
little firmer.

Press the last
third very firmly.

Light evenly.

Divide the
ashes evenly.

Finally, light the pipe
once more, and enjoy.

2.	Draw gently, in short puffs, to produce smoke and enjoy the tobacco. Doing so will provide a cool smoke
and prevent “tongue bite.”
3.	If this is a new pipe, it is important to smoke it all the way through. As you smoke, a carbon wall is
formed inside the tobacco chamber. This carbon wall not only insulates the pipe, but also helps a pipe
perform consistently.
4.	As you smoke, it is important to blow smoke back through the pipe periodically while smoking. It not
only allows for a more consistent and enjoyable smoke, but aids in keeping the pipe lit.
5.	Additionally, it is essential to use a lighting method that gives a gentle flame, such as matches, a Bic
Lighter, or a Zippo. Do not use a “torch” lighter.

Maintenance and Care of Your Pipe
1.	We advise the use of pipe cleaners when you are finished smoking your pipe; they can be especially
helpful to use while smoking as well. Removing the filter, if it has one, is essential during this process.
If you hear a gurgle while smoking, it is indicative of too much moisture in the pipe. A clean pipe is a
good-smoking pipe!
2.	Allowing all the components of the pipe to cool together will help avoid breakage during disassembly.
Hold the shank firmly while gently twisting to remove the bit, and only once the pipe has cooled.
3.	Never knock your pipe against a hard surface, but rather against something soft such as the palm of your
hand. Holding the bowl (rather than the shank) while knocking out your pipe will prevent breakage.
4.	Having more than one pipe in your smoking rotation will allow your pipes to dry and “rest.” Dry pipes
will always smoke better and last longer than wet, overworked pipes. Reliable smoking pipes are the
key to a truly excellent smoking experience. Most pipe smokers recommend having a 7-day rotation.

If you have additional questions or need advice, please call or email us.
We’re glad to help!
400 W. Front Street • PO Box 226 • Washington, MO 63090
800-888-2109 • pipes@corncobpipe.com

